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Security companies providing contracted out services to customers are having to raise the bar externally to satisfy
ever more stringent customer demands
around service delivery within their
buildings. They are also, more critically,
having to satisfy their internal customers – their employees – in order to both
attract and retain good quality people.
There are many factors feeding this need for
development and change. These range from a
more sophisticated and ‘customer service’ led
approach to the security provision itself through
to an upsurge in terrorist activity. Change is also
being driven by recruitment difficulties brought
on by low unemployment and comparatively
poor remuneration packages when compared
to some others with ‘nine to five’ responsibilities.
The more successful companies will have to fully
embrace these challenges.
In a service sector like ours it pays to recognise
your employees as your strongest asset. Employers need to have strategies to cover every facet of
an individual’s journey with the company including their learning and development, their reward
and remuneration, and their health and wellbeing.
Employees need to feel engaged, with a positive
culture that is top down as well as bottom up. It
is a strategy that will only succeed if there is universal ‘buy-in’ throughout the company. It cannot
be stagnant; it has to be ever evolving in nature, a
work in progress capable of reacting to changing
factors.
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Security is a demanding job, and it will always
be imperative that officers are provided with the
very best training and education, making sure
they are equipped to carry out their work and
given the confidence to progress their career.
If we are to raise the bar, and create a higher
benchmark of excellence, employers need to go
beyond the basic, required courses such as first
aid training and CCTV and look at other skills
such as Hostile Reconnaissance and Terrorist
Awareness to truly widen the value that our security provision can offer.
Businesses also need to respond to the needs
of customers and find innovative ways to build
upon the traditional security offering.
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Axis Security’s Managing Director,
David Mundell

”If we are to raise the bar and
create a higher benchmark of
excellence, employers must
offer enhanced levels of training above and beyond the basic
mandatory courses, to truly
widen the value that our security
provision can offer.”
Security will always be the priority, but that does
not need to be at the exclusion of good customer
service, for example. Clients increasingly expect
more dedication to customer service from the
senior team through to those on the front line.
I suspect this is a trend that other providers are
also seeing and so it is not something that can be
paid lip service. There needs to be a sea change
across the sector in how we tackle customer service.
Every business will take a different approach but
our natural response has been to consult the experts. It was for this reason, for example, that Axis
Security recently became members of the Institute of Customer Service, and we expect others
will follow suit.
This independent body was founded in 1996
and has over 500 organisational members ranging from Apple to Amazon.
As members we are now in a position to utilise
the institute’s expertise and advice as we look
to continue in the improvement of our service

Our Gender Pay Gap Report

Leader Column

and raising industry standards. Through the Institute’s bi-annual ‘Customer Survey’, companies
can benchmark themselves against other sectors
and industries but more importantly, the Institute
assists and supports firms in their efforts to become ‘the employer of choice’ within their chosen
industries.

‘race to the bottom’ in terms of pricing has ended and that higher customer expectations will
be matched by higher pay rates and sensible
margins.
The provision of security services is changing and
we for one are delighted – we hope that our customers and employees enjoy the journey.

As mentioned previously, unemployment is at
an all-time low and the recruitment and development of high calibre individuals is of paramount importance not only to us, but to an industry battling against historically low pay rates
and huge pressure on margins. Investing in people will only become more important. However,
that investment has to be paid, so we, like many
others also trying to raise the bar, hope that the

With a new focus on customer service, we have
added a new category to our Axis Security annual awards, and the inaugural ‘Customer Service Excellence Awards’ recently went to James
Kassim, from the Crown Estate St James’s Market, for providing a very high standard of service
and having a great work ethic and commitment.

Company News

Security & Fire
Excellence WINNERS!
Following Axis Security being nominated in four categories at the 2017 Security & Fire Excellence Awards,
we are proud to announce that we have won the ACS
Champion of the Year Award. This is the second time in
five years we have achieved this accolade.

Naomi Austen,
Group HR & Learning Director
The Axis Group of Companies’ aims to ensure
that people are treated equally at work, across
all levels and locations. This includes making
sure they have the same opportunities for recognition, reward and career development. This is
underpinned by our Corporate People Strategy.
Diversity must be central to our business to
ensure continued success and the monitoring
of this remains under constant review. Under
our People Strategy, we have an entire section
dedicated to a culture of inclusion and diversity

“Diversity must be central
to our business to ensure
continued success and the
monitoring of this remains
under constant review.”
As a business we are confident that we have
equal pay, but we do recognise that we have a
gender pay gap. There are two main reasons for
this:
•
•

There are fewer women in senior leadership
positions
We have fewer women working in the Security sector (which is where we have a higher
number of employees).

The Axis Group of Companies are working hard
to achieve gender balance, but this will take
time. I am confident that we shall see year on
year progress.

Dave Daulby, Naomi Austen, David Mundell and Jonathan Levine receiving the ACS award
from Gabby Logan.

Mention was made of our ever increasing ACS score which recently reached +174 out of a possible
+175, together with our development of technology across the business and our work on Counter
Terrorism awareness.

Our Gender Pay Gap report for 2016/2017 is
available on the Government website and our
website:

www.axis-security.co.uk/axis-responsibility
Data for the Axis Group of Companies in the UK is
accurate and been produced in accordance with
the guidelines developed by ACAS.
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Company News

10 Years On - a message from our CEO, Jonathan Levine
In December 2007, Axis Security was launched following the management buy-in. At the time, it was
a small business with five of us sharing a single office in Kings Cross. Today, we have a £65m turnover
Security operation with over 2000 staff, 270 customers and over 800 sites.
I have spent much of the last year visiting our officers and sites, and talking to our managers and staff, in every
location (from London to Livingston – Birmingham to Belfast). I have been impressed by the character, quality
and commitment of all the teams in delivering a truly exceptional service to our customers.
Feedback from our customers is always extremely positive and this is a tremendous credit to the teams and
personnel we employ. It is no secret that if you provide a good service, then customers want work with you.
And we provide the best, which is why we are enjoying the highest customer retention rate in our history.
As a business, we continue to invest in technology that will help us grow the Company. I am delighted with
the launch of the new Axis Academy and Axis Hub, we have again achieved success at the Security Excellence
Awards, and we are now members of the Institute of Customer Service, enabling us to benchmark ourselves
against other major organisations. And I am also delighted with the work of the Sales and Operations teams in
winning more new business and expanding our security portfolio.
I am therefore immensely proud of what we have achieved over the last 10 years. My Board of Directors would like to join me in thanking all our employees for all
they have done in making Axis Security one of the most respected names in the security sector.

Congratulations to 99 Bishopsgate -Gaining ISO 22301
99 Bishopsgate is a landmark building at the centre of Europe’s financial
capital. The 26-storey tower provides 340,000 square feet of office space
and boasts leading international law firms, banks and insurance companies
amongst its tenants.
The ISO 22301 accreditation is only awarded if a building can demonstrate a high
level of security practices.
John Sephton, Axis Manager at 99 Bishopsgate, Dave Daulby, Axis Compliance
Manager, Alan Nathan, Axis Business Continuity & Risk Manager, and Amanda
Hitchcock, General Manager from Brookfield Property Partners (UK), worked
tirelessly for 6 months to put everything in place.
In the last quarter of 2017, we were tasked by the General Manager, Amanda
Hitchcock to achieve ISO22301: Business Continuity. Business Continuity is a list
of activities that could cause your business to stop, or reduce trading due to a
disaster or an event. The plan is to overcome the obstacles, for example: if your IT
went down, what would ou do? What is your plan if a bomb had detonated near
your building? What is your plan if the public transport had stopped working?
John comments: “During the process we had a few curve balls thrown at us, such
as a computer malfunction, just when you need it! But there was no need to worry,
and with the assistance of Dave Daulby, we endured 6 hours of auditing, after which
we were given the great news that we had been recommended for the award - one
month ahead of schedule.
This left us on a high, and with a very happy General Manager, and after 6 months of
hard work, i felt we fully deserved it. We celebrated with bubbles and an announcement to all the teams.”
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Working with our Partners
-by Dave Daulby, Compliance Manager

Compliance News

Auditing Success

Throughout March 2018, we have continued to work with two key
stakeholders, The SIA and The Metropolitan Police Protect Unit.
With regards to the SIA, both David Mundell, Managing Director and
David Daulby, Compliance Manager, have been part of a partnership
team working across the Security Industry to improve standards.
Over the years they have both attended a number of meetings held
by the SIA Strategy and Standards Group and more latterly this group
has been tasked with reviewing and advising on improvements to
the Approved Contractor Scheme. The aim has been to look at how
the scoring is achieved and make improvements. This has entailed a
number of meetings and face to face discussions set up by the SIA; an
ongoing process that is due for completion later in the year.
Furthermore, we have worked with our partners in the local Metropolitan
Police Protect Unit to organise another Project Griffin Course. The requests
we received came from two sides: some of our customers wanted to place
a large number of tenants and on-site staff on a course and, in addition, the
Metropolitan Police wanted to run a course on a large scale but did not have
a venue. We were able to put them in touch with Howard Clark our customer
at Sadler’s Wells and the rest they say is history. The event took place on 28th
February with 134 attending. Given that this was a day especially effected
by the snow, it was a big turnout. The event attracted not only security officers and security managers but customers, receptionists and maintenance
staff. In addition there were a few private guests. David Mundell, Axis Security Managing Director, who attended the event, went on to say that he was
pleased that Project Griffin is getting to the wider market.
Protect are keen to run further courses of this size but will also accommodate smaller
groups if you have a venue. We will keep you advised, but do let us know if you want
to promote a course in your area.

Officer of Distinction Nominations and Winners ACS Pacesetters
The 2018 Security Officer of Distinction Awards will be presented
at Royal Windsor Racecourse on Wednesday 23rd May. Our nominations are as follows:

•

Nicola Powell from Chelmsley Wood Shopping Centre for her
diligence in preventing a potential child sexual exploitation case.

•

Scott Forsyth and Aminul Chowdury from Woking Shopping for their bravery in preventing a
determined suicide bid.

•

Gary Ebejer from The Maltings Shopping Centre for two separate instances of preventing the
same person committing suicide.

•

Luke Radford from 99 Bishopsgate for preventing a possible suicide.

We certainly hit the ground running this
year, with auditing ending 31st March
2018, we saw 312 out of 370 sites successfully audited. That is 84% against a target
of 80%.
Of those sites visited for audit:
•
50 achieved 100%
•
67 achieved 97%
•
66 achieved 94%
Put together, that means that of those
sites audited, 59% scored 95% or more,
and that is great news so well done everyone!

Highlights
The success continues, with more acts of
bravery and quick thinking from our officers, with a high number of nominations
for Employee of the Month, resulting in
multiple winners month on month (see
page 10)
We have also enjoyed many awards ceremony’s, with a very successful JLL Awards
evening (held in November in Reading for
the SW Region and January in Birmingham
for the Midlands Region). This is a great
example of highlighting and rewarding
outstanding service levels whenever and
wherever we can. On large portfolio contracts such as JLL, an awards evening was
appropriate but we can always adapt to
suit individual circumstances and budgets.

The ACS Judges received in excess of 60 nominations covering exceptional work and individual acts of
bravery, and due to a tie in the number of nominations, they have increased the awards from 12 to a total
of 14.
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Deterring, Detecting and Disrupting Criminal Activity
In April, PC Matt Hone QPM, from the City of London Police,
spoke at our Breakfast Seminar about ‘Project Servator &
ReACT – The Next Steps’ and about the vital role we can all
play in helping to deter, detect and disrupt criminal activity,
including terrorism.
He talked about Project Servator, a policing tactic established in
the Square Mile in 2014 and being rolled out nationwide. A tactic
designed to make it more difficult for criminals to get the information they need to plan and carry out their criminal activity.
Project Servator deployments are unpredictable and highly visible and can happen at any time and anywhere and last for different amounts of time. They involve a range of police resources,
including police officers specially trained to identify individuals
who may have criminal intent. This can range from someone
shoplifting in a town centre to an individual planning a terrorist
attack carrying out reconnaissance at an iconic site – the telltale
signs that bring them to officers’ attention are the same.
They are supported by police dogs, police horses, armed police
officers, CCTV and ANPR (Automatic Number Plate Recognition).
Even with all of these resources, the police don’t work in isolation. Security specialists, including CCTV operators and security
officers, are a vital part of Project Servator.
The police will seek to carry out joint deployments at sites, and establish and maintain good working relationships so that suspicious
activity can be reported quickly and easily, and potential hostile reconnaissance identified. Hostile reconnaissance is the information
gathering a criminal needs to do when planning to commit a criminal act, including terrorist attacks. They can gather information online or on the ground from people and places.
As well as helping the police when they are carrying out their deployments, you can play an important role in denying criminals access to the information they need and deterring them from visiting
your site to carry out hostile reconnaissance.

Here’s how:
• Unpredictable
Project Servator deployments are deliberately unpredictable so
criminals never know when and where they will turn up. Are your
everyday activities predictable? Do you do the same checks at the
same time every day? What would a criminal find out about your
security arrangements and what opportunities would this give
them?
• Vigilant
When you’re on duty, how vigilant do you appear to be? Are you
watching what is happening around you and engaging with site
users? Or do you spend time looking down at your phone or
chatting to your colleagues with limited awareness of what’s happening? Think about what message your presence gives out and
whether you would be an effective deterrent to someone seeking
to commit a criminal act at your site.
• The power of hello
Do you engage with everyone you pass by on your site? If so, it’s
likely that you are a reassuring presence for normal site users and
a really good deterrent for potential criminals. If not, consider how
much confidence your approach would give a potential criminal.

Projector Servator & ReACT – What does it mean for you?
Below are a few suggestions on how you can help deter criminals and terrorist but there are many more simple changes to make your actions unpredictable to anybody monitoring your movements.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Change the time or route of your patrol.
Add a snap patrol at random times.
Change the time of your rotation to another position (if you rotate around various posts).
For multi-manned sites, consider increasing deployments for brief and random times.
Engage with members of the public, loitering in the vicinity of your site, and people entering (employees and visitors).
Ask to check staff ID passes (if printed with photos / names) at random times and across a random selection of employees. (Always
have agreement from client / tenant organisations).
7. Interact with members of staff who use smoking shelters, cycle racks or external areas (e.g. lunchtime) to develop their sense of
ownership of the site – they will be more inclined to be vigilant and report something suspicious.
8. Ensure radio communication to control rooms is maintained so guarding and control operations are co-ordinated (consider
ear-pieces to prevent the public overhearing).
9. Consider presence of the abnormal or absence of the normal (does the situation feel / look right?).
10.
If inDirect
doubt,
report it – You will
never be criticised for reporting something, better to be safe than sorry.
6 Axis
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General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
In case you hadn’t heard – The Data Protection law changes on 25th May 2018. We won’t have
a Data Protection Act but we will have a set of General Data Protection Regulations or GDPR as
it is often referred to.
We have been working away in the background and doing our own housekeeping with electronic filing
etc. plus changing numerous policies and documents within our Management System. As well as producing a GDPR Aide Memoire and Best Practice Guidance Notes for Our employees which will be made
available through our Axis Hub.
In addition, we are in the process of working with our customers to identify what data is collected,
processed and stored on sites. This may include data from visitor logs, access control systems, CCTV,
and Daily Occurrence books, to name a few.
We have been meeting with customers to discuss what data they control, or require our teams to process on their behalf, carrying out risk assessments to
determine if they require a Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) or a Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) as part of their GDPR compliance. Further to this
we are gaining positive affirmation on how our customers would like to be contacted in regards to marketing or general updates.
There will also be staff awareness and guidance notes for GDPR that will form part of the newly designed Assignment Instructions, which will be published shortly.

DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO WIN THE INAUGURAL AXIS CUP?

Axis Security would like to invite you to take part in its 5-a-side football tournament charity event.
Date: Thursday, July 5th, 2018, 10am - 4pm (lunch included)
Venue: Camden Rhino Turf, NW1 8RU
Entry Fee: £50 per team
Teams: Min: 6 per team / max: 8 per team
8 teams
20 mins per match
The day will be a great team building opportunity for clients and site-based security teams, and a fun way to
raise money for charity - all money raised will be matched by Axis and donated to the winners chosen charity.
Have what it takes?

Contact: Jay.demetrious@axis-groupservices.co.uk ASAP!
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Client Interview

JLL and Axis Security
Phil Dyke, Regional Facilities Manager for Midlands and South West, JLL

Axis Security has been working with Phil Dyke since 26th
May 2015, where the Axis JLL
management team and the
supporting Axis management
have enjoyed an excellent
working relationship with Phil
and his team.

How did you come to work at JLL?
I joined JLL back in 1999 so I’m closing in on my 20th year anniversary with
the business. My first role was as an Area Building Manager, responsible
for properties in the Midlands. I then became a Regional Safety Advisor
with responsibility for shopping centres across England and Wales, as well
as the South West and North West Regions. In 2007, I was promoted to the
role of Regional Facilities Manager for the South West and Wales before
taking on the additional responsibility for the Midlands region in January
2018.

What are your main roles and responsibilities today?
My core task is to manage the Facilities Management team across the
Midlands, South West and Wales. I have a team of 60 staff managing a
portfolio of over 350 properties across the regions. A key requirement is
to ensure that all properties are managed in accordance with JLL’s ‘Best
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Practice’ policy, incorporating legal compliance and the RICS code for
property management. Managing contracts, budgets and people are also
key elements of my day-to-day role.

What are the main challenges you face?
There are obvious geographical challenges, as I am unable to be in both regions at once! It is therefore crucial to have strong relationships with each of
my Assistant Regional Facilities Managers and provide them with the support
they need. Our portfolio of properties encompasses large office buildings
such as Apex Plaza, Reading and One Kingsway, Cardiff, smaller office buildings, and a variety of retail, business and industrial parks, so we have to adapt
our approach for each site. Having only taken over the Midlands region at
the beginning of this year, I am also dedicating time to building relationships
with the new team.

What role does Axis Security play in your security operation?
Axis Security provides comprehensive security services with a team of over
200 officers across the regions. I’ve found the team to be extremely reliable
and knowledgeable and always prepared to pick up on the smallest details.
This doesn’t go unnoticed. Axis Security is central to what we do.
Axis Security is working in partnership with Evolution, a business providing integrated electronic security and fire systems. The contract includes
manned guarding, mobile patrols, keyholding, as well as all systems security maintenance.

Why did you choose Axis Security?

Away from work, what do you do to relax?

Of all the companies who bid for the contract during the procurement
process, it was clear that Axis Security understood the values of JLL and
approached the process as a partnership, which is something that we were
looking for. We enjoy an excellent working relationship with them at every
level.

I’m a family man, and love spending time at home with my wife and our
Staffordshire Bull Terrier, Summer, who we rescued four years ago. I’ve also
spent a few years acting as a roadie for our son Jonathan, who previously
played drums for the Worcestershire county wind and brass bands, and is
now the lead guitarist in an Emo influenced punk band called Bathtub. They
are a bit loud! He’s currently studying Popular Music and Music Technology
at Wolverhampton University and hoping to forge a career in the music industry when he graduates next year.

What are JLL’s visions for the future?
Our focus and aims are for continual improvement. JLL is one of the leading
real estate and property management firms in the world and we are determined to be recognised as the best.

Melanie Wood, Axis Security Commercial Manager, comments: “With a
contract of this size and variety of sites there are always challenges, but together we have successfully delivered the security services across the portfolio. Our
recent contractor satisfaction survey scored Axis Security as the top performing
security providers to JLL, something that we are extremely proud of and hope to
continue to develop.”
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Employee News

Security Officer
Service Excellence
Awards
Our monthly recognition scheme is a
way of celebrating those employees
that go above and beyond. Nominations are sent in by managers and
clients, and the winners awarded
with Red Letter Days Vouchers.
If you would like to put forward a nomination, please email:
elena.demetrious@axis-groupservices.
co.uk
Congratulations to our winners:
January
Scott Forsyth, Assistant Security Manager, Woking Shopping Centre
Aminul Chowdury, Security Officer, Woking Shopping Centre
Gary Ebejer, Security Officer, The Maltings
February - Mark Cooper and Wayne Lalsee from Stockley Park

Security Employee of the Month - April 2018
Congratulations to Luke Radford,
Site Supervisor at 99 Bishopsgate, Brookfield.
Luke was made aware of a topless man who looked worse
for wear on the stairwell from the building who was laying
down as Luke approached. Luke spoke to him and another homeless man who said he had taken too many tablets.
During this time, the Control Room contacted the Police
The man eventually made his way to the bridge over looking Wormwood Street and attempted to get over the railings. Luke stopped him from doing this and tried to talk him
into coming across back to the stairs. Once he was heading
back, the man then again tried to jump over the rails saying he was going to jump, Luke again grabbed
him and moved him to the safety of the walkway and the Police. The man was known to the Police as
having a history of drug abuse so was taken to hospital for treatment.
John Sephton, Fire & Security Manager, comments: “Luke’s quick thinking meant the man had not suffered
any physical injury, and prevented a scenario where it could have been more serious had he successfully fell
from the bridge to the busy street level below, well done Luke for your quick thinking and actions.”
Amanda Hitchcock, General Manager, comments: “An amazing act of courage and strength displayed by
Luke. His good sense of judgement helped a person desperately in need. Such a selfless act to respond the
way Luke did. There is no amount of training that can prepare you for these types of incidents so to respond
in this manner fills we me with great pride.”

March - Mohammed Zargham Zahoor
from University of Leeds Facilities Directorate (Leodis), and John King at JLL
South West & Wales.

Service Spotlight - Awareness of Child Sexual Exploitation
Nicola Powell, a security guard, was on patrol near Chelmsley Wood Shopping Centre, at about 04:30 on 29 November 2017. She came across a young child
(aged 10) at a bus stop. Nicola talked to the young girl and found out that she was running away to London and was waiting for the bus. It was a very cold
morning, so Nicola invited the young girl to their patrol office. She was able to get the girl’s details, contact the local police and the girl’s mother who took
her home.
The mother later found out that the young girl had befriended someone online who paid for her bus ticket to London.
The police are continuing their enquiries into this matter and have also provided a statement regarding Nicola’s actions:
“The diligence of your officer immediately noticing that it was not ‘normal’ for a young girl to be on her own, meant that this individual was intercepted before she
could get onto a bus to her intended destination.”
Police officers who subsequently spoke with family and to the young girl identified that she intended to go to London to meet an unknown individual that
she had met online. Her family knew nothing of this or her disappearance at that time.
The obvious consequences of this could have been catastrophic. In the very least, we would have had a missing person and the scale of the investigation
would have been vast given the age and vulnerabilities. Should your officer not have identified the vulnerabilities and age of the girl and acted abruptly, we
could have been looking at something much more sinister. As it was, the girl remained at home, and safeguarding measureshave been put in place.
Thank you to Nicola for her work and I would support any recommendation for recognition of her diligence”.
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Employee News

The Axis Group Christmas Lunch

Colleagues from across the Group celebrated the start of the holidays and individual and team achievements.
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Employee News

Customer Reception - Winners & Nominees
We ended 2017 on a high with yet more awards being presented at our Customer Reception at The Law Society.

Employee of the Year – John Sephton from 99 Bishopsgate with our client,
Amanda Hitchcock, General Manager at Brookfield

Security Team of the Year (London) – Paternoster Square

Customer Service Excellence Winner – James Kassim from The Crown Estate
St James’s Market

Security Team of the Year (Regional) – Parkway Shopping Centre,
Newbury

This ceremony was closely followed by our Christmas Staff party at the same location with the following wards presented by Group HR & Learning Director, Naomi
Austen.

Back Office Support Person of the Year - Irene Luong (right)
Operations Administrator, Axis Security

Manager of the Year - Chris Lyons
Account Manager, Axis Security

Axis Extra Mile Awards Lunch
We want to reward Axis Employees who consistently achieve amazing things in their jobs, by introducing the Extra Mile Award lunch with the Axis Board of Directors.
This is an Axis Group-wide initiative that will take place twice a year, in June and November, both in London and the Regions.
Congratulations to our June 2018 Regional Lunch winners : Jeanette Roberts - Wockhardts, Mike Johnson - Arriva Trains Wales, Emma Coomber - JCB, and Brian
Stephenson - Service HQ, Barmston
Congratulations to our November 2018 London Lunch winners : Henry Yamoi - Rathbone Square, Emil Hawryluk - British Library, Peter Morris - The Axis Academy,
and Mark Chard - London Scheduling Centre.
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JLL Midlands Awards Evening - Winners & Nominees
Yet another Awards night to talk about. This time it is the turn of JLL Midlands.
Vinny Singh: Regional Manager and his team hosted a truly remarkable event.
Many of our Security Officers were invited and attended, in addition, our client,
JLL, was well represented as was the Senior Management Team from London
and not forgetting a number of Axis Management from the Regions.
The following received recognition:
BEST NEWCOMER OF THE YEAR
WINNER: Daniel Williams
Danny joined as a Relief Officer and went from site to site, often at short notice.
Wherever he went, we received excellent feedback and every FM wanted to
make him a permanent member of their team. Through his hard work and dedication, he now has a permanent place at Lewis Building, JLL.
Since his arrival to the property in September, Daniel has proved himself as a
superb officer, hitting the ground running. He was a key part of the team during
the Lewis Building Launch event and was commended for his professionalism
from the JLL client.

Daniel Williams (left)

MR / MRS RELIABLE
WINNER: Dennis Wright
Dennis has worked at 9 Colmore Row for 23 years. During the last year, Dennis
has not missed a single shift through sickness nor has he ever been reported as
being late. If anything, he arrives 30 minutes early for every shift 5 days a week.
Dennis can be relied on every day and never does anything to let the team, the
Company or the client down.

Dennis Wright (right). presented by Richard Jemson

ABOVE AND BEYOND
WINNER: Simon Emery
On Sunday, 10th of December 2017, the West Midlands suffered extreme
weather conditions. During a period of 36 hours, certain parts of the West
Midlands experienced snowfall of up to 8 inches deep. This made driving conditions virtually impossible and saw numerous bus and taxi services being
cancelled.
On Monday, 11th December 2017, we received a number of telephone calls from
our officers requesting assistance in getting to work, however, we noted that no
call had been received from Simon Emery, who was scheduled to work at JLL
Interchange Place in Birmingham City Centre at 7am. Simon lives in the Sutton
Coldfield area, which was one of the worst affected area within the West Midlands and had all buses and trains cancelled on the day. We learned he had
walked to work, which took him 2 hours and 17 minutes! In addition, he found
the time to take it upon himself to dress as Father Christmas with chocolates and
mince pies to raise tenants spirits in the terrible weather.

Simon Emery
OFFICER OF THE YEAR
WINNER: Jasbinder Dulla
Jaz has consistently been acknowledged for his excellent service, attention to detail,
thorough work ethic and general support to Axis and JLL Management Teams and to
Baskerville House Security / Cleaning / Maintenance teams and tenants.
The service we receive from Jaz is outstanding and never falters. The site FM, Jane Ryan,
stated:“in my 25 years as an FM, I have never worked with a Security Officer/Supervisor who
is so dedicated and caring about the service provided to JLL and also our client and tenants.”

Jasbinder Dulla (left) , presented by David Mundell
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Axis Security Interview

Counter Terrorism and the Security Industry
by Trevor Dyson, Axis Security Consultant
Having completed the move from policing
to a consulting role with Axis Security, I find
myself reflecting on the current-terrorist
threats, and more importantly how we ensure
that the security industry is ready to face and
mitigate them.

A significant aspect of this move for me is
gaining a full understanding of the drivers and
demands on the security industry, and how these
key influences vary from those I am used to in
policing. Within policing, budgets were clearly
important, as were reduced staffing levels but so
was the flexible response to new and changing
threats and their prioritisation. I am conscious
that the security sector is not a public body and
therefore has somewhat different drivers. The
personal challenge I have is how to transfer my
experience and knowledge from one to the other. Clearly this is very much a work in progress,
and I am grateful that David Mundell and his
team are patiently assisting me with this process!

In these rapidly changing times it is more important than ever that the security industry continues
to innovate and adapt to new and emerging risks
and threats. As has been much publicised, 2017
saw an unprecedented rise in the number of
terrorist attacks and investigations. The nature of
the threats may have become less sophisticated
and complicated forms of attack, but these can
often be some of the toughest to mitigate. These
are clear reminders that there can be no place for
complacency.

Improving professionalism
Much has been done in recent years to improve
the professionalism and capability of security
personnel and the industry, whilst building on
the key partnership with policing. Within policing it is widely acknowledged that they cannot
be the panacea to assuage public concerns
about safety. This follows years of government-led austerity measures which has, in turn,
led to increased challenges for both the security
industry and policing.

It is with some pride that I remind readers that
some of the significant foundations for the security and police partnership have be borne from
initiatives starting in the City of London. Long
may that tradition continue. I think the greatest
examples are Project Griffin and Project Servator,
both of which have been adopted nationally and
are subject of continued interest from overseas.

At the same time it is important to highlight the
significant numbers of suspected hostile reconnaissance reports the police continue to receive
from the security sector. Security personnel
continue to be key contributors to this overall
intelligence picture. As ever, the mantra for
such reports is notify the police at the outset to
give them a chance to intercept the individuals
at that time.

With Servator now evolving through ReAct
(recognise, engage, act), training and awareness
will be delivered to security professionals to enhance joint deployments across wider footprints
to detect and deter nefarious activity. Such deployments will also be a very public statement
that the security industry and policing are very
much working together to protect the nations
interests.

The positive outcomes in the policing context
are clear evidence of the effectiveness of such
deployments, and these will, in turn, be relevant
to security providers when persuading clients to
buy into the concept (particularly considering
that, whilst the key driver for Servator was to
review counter terrorism policing tactics, the
benefits have shown that the tactic is effective at
detecting and deterring a wide range of issues).

Intelligence sharing
When considering hostile reconnaissance and
Servator/ReAwct, one of the most important
elements is intelligence sharing. Currently,
many members of the security industry receive
intelligence and information through forums
such as CSSC, Crime Prevention Association,
London Protect newsletters etc. The key question
is what happens with that information? How do
companies then cascade this to their frontline
personnel (many of whom have been through
the Griffin awareness days, but I suggest that a
refresh and update to those briefings must be
provided too).

To further complement these public and private
initiatives, I also think that collectively the industry can do more to work in greater partnership
within itself to improve the overall safety and
security of areas. A simple encouragement of
innovative thinking across companies combined
with further adoption of the forums covering
geographic areas will certainly assist with this.

Examples of the type of intelligence sharing I
envisage are similar to the many ‘Watch’ schemes
which already operate – sharing live-time intelligence with likeminded partners about suspicious
activities. This could assist in identifying potential hostile reconnaissance of multiple sites rather
than the more common report from one site
which does not appear to be shared with other
members of the industry.

In terms of situational awareness, I see this emulating the systems that the ‘blue light’ services
have adopted, many of which are already in place
in the industry. Use of common language and
terminology, quickly identifying who is the lead
within each agency and ensuring that a single
version of the truth is shared, as opposed to the
common occurrence of rumour becoming fact
through repetition. Twitter and other social media offer some shocking examples of this trend. I
believe there should be a role for the Security Industry Authority (SIA) in regulating intelligence/
information sharing across the industry.

Clearly much has already been achieved in mitigating terror threats, with further developments
in the pipeline. Collectively, however, we need to
remain agile and flexible to continue the success
through partnership, since all the indications are
the threats will not abate in the near future.

Trevor Dyson is the former Head of Counter
Terrorism for the City of London Police Force.
He is now working with Axis Security as a
consultant, to offer businesses counter-terrorism advice.
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News Across the Group

New Appointments

Pamela Hamilton,
Commercial Manager
Pamela, who has been working
in the FM sector for the last five
years, joins Axis Cleaning &
Support Services following very
successful roles as Southern
Solutions Manager at Mitie and
Business Development Manager
at Indepth Managed Services
Pamela will be responsible for
growing the company’s portfolio
within the Manufacturing, Food and
Transport (MFT) sectors.
She comments: “My immediate
focus it to secure new opportunities in
these key industry sectors and further
build our knowledge and reputation
among a wider number of high-profile
companies, whilst working very closely
with our existing clients, ensuring we
are doing everything we can to meet
their requirements, and provide a first
class service.”

Alan Nathan
Business Continuity & Risk Manager

Trent Killworth,
Commercial Manager

Alan has more than ten years’ of
commercial security experience,
primarily focusing on national
and international client account
management.

Trent Killworth joins the London
Commercial Team as Commercial
Manager to target business sectors within the London and South
East regions.

Reporting to Axis Security’s Operations Director, John Fitzpatrick, Alan’s
immediate task is to review and
develop Axis Security’s Emergency
Notification and Incident Management capability for both the
company’s staff safety assurance and
clients’ emergency notification and
management procedures.

Trent has over 20 years’ experience
in business development and operational roles with such companies as
Siemens, OCS and VPS. He brings with
him a wealth of experience within the
TFM, property services and security
industry with a strong track record of
dealing with primary target sectors
and stakeholders on all levels.

Alan says “Axis Security is dedicated
to providing clients with support and
solutions for their specific operational
needs,” he explains. “I have already
started to engage with both existing
and potential clients to develop our
Risk Management and Business Continuity credentials.”

Trent comments: “I was aware of Axis’
reputation in the market in relation to
operational delivery, quality of service,
high standards of marketing and bid
management, aswell as their appetite
for development and success across
niche sectors and flagship sites.

In addition, since joining Axis, I’ve noticed that where many companies talk
about core values, culture and company
ethos without recognising its true value,
Axis has an authentic people strategy
that has produced results.
I’m really happy to be part of the
team and I’m looking forward to
making a real difference here.”
NEW STARTER: SHANNON
MITCHINSON
Axis Cleaning Sales Researcher
PROMOTION: AMARIT SINGH
Security Regional Manager for Midlands & South West

Chartered Member of IOSH
Congratulations to Tracey Hammond!
As part of our focus on people it is always great to be able to celebrate a member of the team reaching a
real milestone in their career, so we are delighted to announce that Tracey Hammond, our Group Health &
Safety Manager, is now a Chartered Member of IOSH, having passed her SDP (Skills Development Portfolio)
- a series of 7 criterion in a ‘skills based’ portfolio, and passing a peer review interview. Congratulations from
all your colleagues at Axis!
“I’m really pleased to have completed the chartership process, it’s been hard work over a 12 month period but
nothing worth having ever comes easy! I’m really proud of my achievement. I am looking forward to continuing
my career with Axis with all its rewards and challenges. I’d like to thank all of my colleagues within Axis who
assisted me through the process – you know who you are!”

Tracey Hammond,
Group Health & Safety Manager
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IOSH was founded in 1945 and is the only Chartered body for health and safety practitioners. Chartered status
is only granted to members who meet their highest standards of competence. And as a Chartered body, they
significantly influence the direction of health and safety policy in both the UK and internationally.

New Security Contracts
The year gets off to a great start with some fantastic new contracts.

Workman Sites:
Croxley Park (pictured)
•
Breakspear Park
Aztec West, Bristol and Gloucester Business Park
•

•

Southbank Place
(Canary Wharf Management)

Hogan Lovells international law firm

•

BNP Sites:
Central Exchange, Glasgow (pictured)
•
Barbirolli Square, Manchester
•
Princess Exchange, Leeds
•
Dirft Logistics Park

M&C Saatchi

One Strand - Metrus

KAO Data Campus

Savills - Cannon Park Shopping Centre,
Coventry

New Contracts From Across the Group

Mercury Mall, Romford
Axis Cleaning & Axis Security

Xscape Indoor Skiing
Axis Cleaning & Axis Security

Antares Underwriting
Acuity

JCB Golf
Axis Cleaning & Support Services
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News Across the Group - Acuity

Acuity Employees of the Month
Congratulations to the following team members who
received the Acuity Employee of the Month Award.

•
•

March: Matthew Toro
February: Diego Cabrero and Bianco Fiore

•
•

January: Sally Scott and Matthew Toro
December: Alex Bowes

The Acuity management team thank you all for your efforts and congratulate you on your successes. We have so many team members doing so many great
things every week, that it’s always difficult to identify a single winner. You have all therefore gone ‘that extra mile’ to deliver a world class service. Thank you
again.

“Diego was always punctual, and no job
was ever to big or small. 110% effort is
put into everything he does.”
Reception Manager at 2 London Wall, Tyler Chambers

“It has been great pleasure to have Bianca on site, she always delivers the
highest standards with every task she
takes and she is always ready to assist
and take new projects on board.”
Kate Matyas, BNP Paribas Assistant Facilities Manager:

“Working only 3 days a week,
it is impressive the speed in
which Sally completes such a
large quantity of tasks.’’
Kayleigh Hall, Reception Manager, 20
Gracechurch Street

“Alex has transformed our reception service, his level of commitment and enthusiasm is second to
none.”
Tom Harrington, ABRSM

“Matthew you left me speechless! You
definitely went above and beyond and
this is extremely appreciated by us and I
am sure most of all by the tenants.”
Elisa Romagnoli, Trophaeum Assets

Jean Quintero De Jesus - Acuity’s Employee of the Year!
Jean Quintero has been selected as the Acuity Employee of the Year for 2017. Jean was awarded this accolade
and a £250 Red Letter Days voucher at Acuity’s employee Christmas party, where Acuity’s management team
and all members of the Acuity family warmly congratulated her on this fantastic achievement.
Jean Joined Acuity two years ago and is an outstanding team member, who fully embraces and lives the Acuity
behaviours and values. Jean’s positive energy has consistently impressed the occupiers, visitors and other members of
the front of house team at the property she works at . She consistently receives fantastic feedback from the building
manager, the occupiers and the wider facilities team.
Jean has also been actively supporting Shelter, the nominated charity for our client CBRE, for the last two years,
where she has managed to raise circa £1,000 through various activities.
In her pursuit of excellence Jean has achieved the highest average monthly SLA score across the entire Acuity portfolio. She exceeds expectations on site, on a
regular basis and takes ownership of additional tasks to assist the building manager, enabling him to focus on other areas.
During 2017 Jean also progressed many of her personal goals - including successfully completing her CIPD course. In doing so she used Acuity and our parent
company Axis Group as her case study. This allowed her to develop a deeper understanding about the broader company functions and afforded her with the
necessary skills to propose new projects for 2018.
Her building manager, Wade Standen at 95 Gresham Street oomments: “Jean is a great credit to Acuity. I get nothing but positive feedback from the tenants as she
is always happy to help. She not only conducts her basic duties to an excellent standard but is also willing to provide that extra help and assistance with the running of
95 Gresham St. A good example is the `Placemaking` events we hold on site, where Jean not only comes up with good ideas but she also enters into the full spirit of the
events - not many people would come to work dressed as a Witch!”.
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News Across the Group - Acuity

Celebrating National Receptionist Day - 11th May 2018
Receptionists are usually the first person a client or customer meets when visiting a company and is a role that can often be challenging as they are the face
and voice of a company’s brand and corporate culture.
National Receptionists Day is an opportunity for receptionists and businesses to give recognition, share stories and celebrate the great work they do.
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Our charitable events
Fundraising events enable our company and employees to participate and make a difference in the life of the local communities that
they work and live within.
Thank you and congratulations to everyone involved.
Please send us your future initiatives to:
jay.demetrious@axis-groupservices.co.uk & alina.cartas@axis-groupservices.co.uk.

Axis Cleaning and Support Services is to ‘twin’ every toilet in every new contract it
wins this year with a latrine overseas - through the charity campaign Toilet Twinning.

The Acuity Services reception team at 20
Gracechurch Street delighted their occupiers and visitor on site with a surprise
Valentines market for the British Heart
Foundation.
We are proud of our colleague Simon Giles, Axis Cleaning
COO, who has run for the Brighton Marathon and raised
£700 for Alzheimer’s Society.

Irek Poniewozik one of our assigned officer at Weil Gotshal & Manges, 110 Fetter
Lane, completed both the Boston and
London Marathon within a seven days

Our Health and Safety Manager Tracey Hammond volunteers to serve food cooked by the Tadley Fire Station firefighters.

Axis Teams donate to the Animal Lifeline Centre
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Acuity Reception Team at 61 Aldwych organised
an Easter Egg collection on behalf of Action for
Kids and homeless charity, Rhythms of Life.

Congratulations to our colleague Chris MacIntosh for completing his first London Marathon
and raising £1,660 so far for The Huntington’s
Disease Association Charity (HDA).

Acuity’s Jean Quintero, Corporate Receptionist at
CBRE’s 95 Gresham Street, helps raise money for Action
for Children by taking park in the Vitality London 10k.

www.axis-security.co.uk

